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At the August 1 Meeting
Near Infrared Brightness of
the Brighter Planets
Richard W. Schmude, Jr
Richard has carried out brightness measurements of the
brighter planets in visible light since 1991. On April 25,
2014, he made his first brightness
measurement using the J and H
filters. The J and H filters are
sensitive to light with wavelengths
of 1.25 and 1.65 micrometers,
respectively. Visible light has
wavelengths of between 0.4 and 0.7
micrometers. The brightness of
Venus is consistent with the light being reflected off of
the cooler layers of its atmosphere. This is not the case
for Mercury. It is very bright in the H filter. The albedo
of Mars levels off in the J and H filter which is different
from what it does in visible light. Jupiter is dimmer in
the J and H filters than in visible light. Saturn’s rings
have a big impact on that planet’s brightness. These
results and others will be presented in this talk.
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HAS Web Page:
http://www.AstronomyHouston.org

See the GuideStar's Monthly Calendar of
Events to confirm dates and times of all

All meetings are at the University of Houston
Science and Research building. See the last
page for directions to the location.
Novice meeting: ······················ 7:00 p.m.
“Astrophotography” — Doug Holland
See page 5 for more information

General meeting: ····················· 8:00 p.m

The GuideStar is the winner of the 2012
Astronomical League Mabel Sterns
Newsletter award.

The Houston Astronomical
Society is a member of the
Astronomical League.

See last page for directions
and more information.
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The Houston Astronomical Society is a non-profit corporation
organized under section 501 (C) 3 of the Internal Revenue Code.
The Society was formed for education and scientific purposes. All
contributions and gifts are deductible for federal income tax
purposes. General membership meetings are open to the public
and attendance is encouraged.
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President: Bill Pellerin ................................... C:713-598-8543
Vice Pres: Rene Gedaly .................................
Secretary: Bill Flanagan .................................
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Outreach .............. Bram Weisman
Telescope ............. Allen Wilkerson
Welcoming ........... Vacant
Membership ........ Steve Fast........................ 713-898-2188

Ad-Hoc Committee Chairpersons
Texas Star Party ... Steve Goldberg. .............. H:713-721-5077
AL Coordinator ..... Doug McCormick ............
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Email: webmaster@astronomyhouston.org
By-Laws Review ... Scott Mitchell .................. H:281-293-7818
Urban Observing .. Bram Weisman
Audio/Visual ........ Michael Rapp ..................
Video.................... Rob Morehead ................
Steve Goldberg .... Recognition .....................

Advisors
Dr. Reginald DuFour, Rice Univ.
Dr. Lawrence Pinsky, U. of H.
Dr. Lawrence Armendarez, U. of St. Thomas

Dues and Membership Information
Annual Dues:Regular ................................................ $36
Associate.....................................................................$6
Sustaining ................................................................. $50
Student ..................................................................... $12
Honorary .................................................................. N/C
All members have the right to participate in Society functions and
to use the Observatory Site. Regular and Student Members receive a subscription to The Reflector. The GuideStar, the monthly
publication of the Houston Astronomical Society is available on
the web site. Associate Members, immediate family members of a
Regular Member, have all membership rights, but do not receive
publications. Sustaining members have the same rights as regular
members with the additional dues treated as a donation to the
Society. Sky & Telescope and Astronomy magazines are available
to members at a discount.
Membership Application: Send funds to address shown on last
page of GuideStar. Attention - Treasurer, along with the following
information: Name, Address, Phone Number, Special Interests in
Astronomy, Do you own a Telescope? (If so, what kind?), and
where you first heard of H.A.S. You can also join (or renew at the
organization web site, www.astronomyhouston.org.
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Other Meetings...
Johnson Space Center Astronomical Society meets in the
the Lunar and Planetary Institute on the 2nd Friday of
each month. Web site: www.jscas.net
Fort Bend Astronomy Club meets the third Friday of the
month at 8:00 p.m. at the Houston Community
College Southwest Campus in Stafford, Texas
http://www.fbac.org/club_meetings.htm.
Novice meeting begins at 7:00 p.m., regular
meeting begins at 8:00 p.m. Website:
http://www.fbac.org
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President’s Message
by Bill Pellerin, President

The HAS Bylaws
There are numerous changes that need to be made to the HAS by-laws
to simplify it and to make the business of the HAS more manageable.
We’ll be looking at revising the quorum requirements, the committee
organizations, and other improvements that we want to pass on to the
next executive team and board. If you have any suggestions, send
them to me and I’ll discuss them with the committee.

The HAS Elections for 2015
This is the August GuideStar, and the nominating committee is obliged
by the bylaws to present candidates for the various elected offices of
the HAS at the October meeting. The nominating committee must be
formed and announced by the September meeting.
You can get a jump on the nominating committee by contacting our VP
(Rene Gedaly) and expressing your interest in one of the elected offices. There are 4 officers, 5 board members, and 9 committee leaders to
be nominated. Read the by-laws to get the list of elected positions.
There’s a link to the by-laws at the bottom of the home page of the
HAS web site.

Great Things Happening
You’ll see in the Observatory Corner report in this issue that we’re
soon to have an all-sky camera at the HAS observing site thanks to a
donation for this purpose from one of our members. Thank you very
much.
There’s nothing like being able to see what the sky looks like at the site
before you make the trip out there and the camera will give you that
opportunity.
Our program committee — Brian Cudnik and Steve Goldberg are doing
a great job recruiting speakers for the HAS meetings. These speakers
provide an extra incentive for members to attend our monthly
meetings.

Meeting Videos Available to Members Only
The board voted to restrict access to the meeting presentation videos
to members only. Links to these videos are on the HAS web site.
The board believes that access to the videos adds value to a HAS membership and assures the speaker that his or her presentation will be
available to a limited audience.

Parking for the HAS Meeting
Parking for the HAS meeting is in a new place due to the construction
of the new football stadium. This new parking place will be the perma-

nent location for parking going forward. See
the information in this GuideStar or on the
HAS web site.

Cheers,

..Bill Pellerin
President

Check the web site:

www.astronomyhouston.org
The HAS website not only has news and
information about our society, but also
a variety of features to manage your
membership and connect with other
club members. Current members can
post photos, trade gear, pay dues,
manage discount magazine
subscriptions, swap stories in the
forum, and more.
Questions about the site? Need a hand
to get your account set up?
Contact webmaster@astronomyhousto
n.org.
The HAS web site is the winner of the
2012 Astronomical League award for
excellence.
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August/September
Follow the GuideStar on Twitter at:

Calendar
Date

Time

GuideStar_HAS
Event

August
1

7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
7:50 p.m.
1:10 p.m.
7:15 p.m.
7:26 a.m.
7:12 a.m.
10:00 a.m.

29

9:00 a.m.

HAS Novice Meeting, U of H
HAS General Meeting, U of H
First Quarter Moon
Full Moon
Perseid meteors
Last Quarter Moon
Prime Night, Columbus Site
New Moon
C/2012 K1 PANSTARRS at
perihelion
Neptune at opposition

September
8
15
20
21
24

Houston Astronomical Society
Starline

3
10
12
17
23
25
28

2
5

Join Facebook and look for:

6:11 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:38 p.m.
9:05 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
1:12 a.m.

First Quarter Moon
HAS Novice Meeting, U of H
HAS General Meeting, U of H
Full Moon
Last Quarter Moon
Prime Night, Columbus Site
Mercury at greatest elongation
New Moon

Send calendar events to Doug McCormick skygazer10@sbcglobal.net
For the latest information on club events, go to
http://www.astronomyhouston.org/

Call 832-go4-HAS0 (832-464-4270) for the latest
information on the meeting and other
information about activities within the HAS.

Event Notification or Cancellation
HAS uses RAINEDOUT.NET to communicate late breaking
updates about our various events. . Message delivery is via text
messaging and e-mail. There are several ways to subscribe. If
you would like to receive these notices via text messaging
directly to your phone, subscribe to any of the sub-groups
which interest you as follows:

To receive text messages, send any or all of the following
(one at a time) to 84483
You will receive a confirmation message back for each
successful enrollment.
Text Message Alerts about...
OUTREACH

Public Outreach Events

STARPARTY

Members Only Star Parties (HAS observing site)

URBAN

Urban Observing Events

MEETINGS

HAS Meetings

You may also enroll your phone numbers or individual e-mail
addresses via the website:

HAS Board Meeting

Here's a shortened link to get you there: http://goo.gl/evrGsR

HAS Board meetings are scheduled regularly (see
the calendar, above). All members are invited to
attend these meetings, but only board members
can vote on issues brought before the board.

For more information, please visit www.RainedOut.net.

Meetings are held at the Houston Arboretum at
7:00 p.m. on the date specified.

RainedOut notices will also automatically be sent to our e-mail
list. Note that regular e-mail list conversations are not part of
RainedOut communications and will not be sent to your phone
as part of this service. Instructions to sign up for the e-mail list
(a great way to keep your finger on the pulse of the club) are
found here:
http://www.astronomyhouston.org/about/email-list.
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Observations... of the editor
by Bill Pellerin, GuideStar Editor

News from the McDonald Observatory
Last week, as I write this, I had the opportunity to visit with several
of the astronomers from UT and the McDonald Observatory at the
Board of Visitors meeting at the McDonald Observatory near Fort
Davis, Texas.
I attended several presentations while I was there and had several
one-on-one conversations. Here are some things I learned.
Bill Cochran has been working on the Kepler space telescope data.
The mission of the program was to detect extra-solar planets
around a very large number of stars. One goal was to estimate the
fraction of stars that have planets.
I asked Bill what his current top-of-the-head estimate of the
fraction of stars that have planets. He told me that he now thinks
that 100% of stars have planets. Of course the data don’t confirm
this directly, but it infers that all stars have planets.
Another presenter, Dr. Barbara Castanheira is investigating
variability in white dwarf stars. Who knew that white dwarf stars
had any variability at all? It turns out that these end-state stars are
slightly variable on short time scales — 10 minutes or so per cycle.
The Hobby-Eberly Dark Energy Experiment continues to move
forward with significant refitting of the hardware and detectors of
the Hobby-Eberly telescope. They’re not getting data now, but
expect to in the spring of 2015. The new secondary of the H-E
Telescope will provide a much wider field-of-view and use more of
the area of the primary mirror (for brighter images). Drs. Karl
Gebhardt and Gary Hill are the primary investigators on this
project.

asked him about the different ‘flavors’ of the
type 1a supernova and how we can tell them
apart. It turns out that the different 1a’s have
different light curve shapes, so we can know
the intrinsic brightness of the supernova by
observing the shape of the light curve.
When I asked what physical difference in the
stars is responsible for the different light curve,
the answer was, “we don’t know”.

New article by John Haynes
I’m pleased to in have in this issue a new
article by HAS board member John Haynes on
Armchair Astrophotography. In this article John
talks about opportunities to make images on
high-end equipment from the comfort of our
homes. You’ll enjoy reading this article and
you may be encouraged to give this a try.

Until next time...
clear skies and new moons!

..Bill

Dr. Craig Wheeler talked about supernovae in one of his talks. I

Novice Presentation—August, 2014

Astrophotography for Beginners
By Debbie Moran

A

ugust brings the long awaited astrophotography session with
speaker Doug Holland. He will introduce us to the basics of
astroimaging by taking us through the steps of capturing, processing and stacking a single image. This topic is complex and will
definitely require further study, but if you are considering getting
involved in astrophotography for the first time, this session is for
you.

The Telescope Series will return in September with Bill Pellerin’s talk about refractors and in October when Fred Garcia
discusses reflecting telescopes.
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A GuideStar Interview by Clayton L. Jeter

Stan Meador—Eldorado Star Party

I

f you have never attended the annual Eldorado Star Party in West Texas,
then you have really missed an outstanding event and some really dark
skies. The host and head honcho is Stan Meador. You’ll see him coordinating,
consulting, turning a wrench, etc….this guy is all over the ranch. Lots of fun to
be around too….both of us pick at one another (it’s a guy thing).
Stan has a lot to say about his party, ranch, and family. Here’s Stan…

The Stan Meador bio…
As a lifelong entrepreneur, Stan Meador is the founder of Generation Seven
Management which provides consulting services for diversified ranch management. Stan has been a leader in ranch and nature-based tourism, nontraditional use of agricultural land and rural economic development for more
than fifteen years. Through Generation Seven
he operates the X Bar Ranch Nature Retreat
near Eldorado, Texas. He also focuses on free
market funding for land restoration. An important part of Stan’s capability results from
his role as a managing partner in his family’s
fifth-generation ranch.
Stan works to implement sustainable land use
through recreation, natural resource conservation, public policy, renewable energy and
agriculture. He has provided consulting services to landowners, companies and institutions in the US, Canada and Mexico. He is
frequently invited to speak at conferences
Gloria and Stan Meador
and workshops on topics related to marketing, nature and rural tourism and sustainable ranch diversification.
Stan’s most basic commitment is to provide land use solutions to other landowners thereby helping them best enjoy, preserve and prosper on rural land
through ecologically and financially sustainable means.
Some of Stan’s experience with associations and boards includes:



Texas Travel Industry Association,



Texas Nature Tourism Council,



Texas Tourism Foundation



Images for Conservation Fund



Southwest Texas Tourism Partnership



Texas Agriculture Lifetime Leadership (TALL)

Stan served as Director of Nature Tourism
for AdventGX Corp. is on the advisory board
of the Hill Country Alliance, an Austin based
non-profit organization working to protect
the natural resources of the Texas Hill
Country. Closer to home he was a 4 term
city councilman and mayor pro tem in Eldorado and currently serves on the board of
the San Angelo Chamber of Commerce.
Under his direction, he and the X Bar Ranch
have been recognized statewide and nationally as a successful example of a diversified ranch operation which has led to substantial editorial coverage on the ranch’s
nature tourism program. In June 2012, Stan
and the X Bar Ranch Nature Retreat were
featured in a cover story in the Texas Tech
University Alumni Magazine. In 2009, the X
Bar Ranch Nature Retreat was recognized
at the winner of the first ever Texas Travel
Industry Association’s Nature Tourism
Achievement Award.
His degree is in public relations and marketing from Texas Tech University with an
emphasis on international marketing. Stan
has lived, worked and studied in The Netherlands, Mexico and Spain.

The Stan Meador interview…
Clayton: How did you first become involved with hosting a star party at your
ranch?
Stan: My main priority in running the X Bar
Ranch Nature Retreat is to market the
property. This involves finding new
ways to entice people who haven’t
been to the ranch before to become
our customers. I had heard of Texas
Star Party and the “dark skies” of West
Texas. Not knowing how astronomers
define a “dark sky” I started asking
people to stop by on their way to and
(Continued on page 7)
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(Continued from page 6)

from TSP so we could learn if there is a potential market to open
for us and as a way to introduce the ranch to these astronomers.
The rest is history
Clayton: Is there a lot of work involved in preparing for the annual
Eldorado Star Party (ESP)? What are some of the tasks?
Stan: There is a lot of preparation that goes into doing events. We get
started each year in late June or early July. And what starts out as
some emails here and there soon turns into a lot more work and
coordination. I’ll have to say that after doing this event for 12 years
it has gotten easier. Maybe it isn’t easier, but we’ve gotten things
down a bit more and made efficiencies. Tasks range from working
out menus and pricing for meals to t-shirt design to registration.
Once we get a bit closer work on the field picks up, we’re purchasing supplies, and getting final touches on the event. Then is cross
your fingers and hope the weather turns out good.
Clayton: During the evenings at the event, I see you walking the field
visiting with the attendees. I don’t think I’ve seen you observing.
What will it take for us to get you behind an eyepiece?
Stan: Well, you’re observant. I will peak through here and there, but I
have a very hard time getting my simple little mind around all of
that big stuff out there. Honestly, I’ve just never been able to get
excited about looking at a fuzzy little ball that looks out of focus!
But, I certainly take great pleasure in witnessing our guests doing
what they love and enjoying that.
Clayton: Does your family show any interest in the hobby? Seems I’ve
seen your wife (pictured above) and children on the observing field
floating around too.
Stan: They do enjoy it. From our family, I’d say my dad is interested. In
fact, a few years ago he ended up buying a telescope that the
Meade guys had out at ESP. Again though, we all very much enjoy
meeting new and greeting back ESP guests year after year. And the
best time to do that is, as you say, floating around on the field.
Clayton: I understand an attendee can come back to the ranch most
anytime through the year to observe and lodge. Tell us about that
option.
Stan: Absolutely, we see at least a few, sometimes quite a few astronomers just about every month through the year. Some come alone,
others come out in small groups and set up. This summer we’ve
had one group of guys in RV, and they set up on the ESP observing
field for about 4 nights. Most of the activity though outside of ESP
involves people staying in the cabins at the Lodge or over at the
Round House and just setting up their scopes pretty much outside
of the door to their lodging facility. We’re always happy to see our
astronomer friends. What is really neat is when we have other
guests on the ranch at the same time. We always make a point to
let others know that they need to be mindful of the use of (the
very few) outdoor lights. Usually, when we’re explaining why that
is important they will get excited about the possibility of peaking
though a scope at some point. There is no telling how many people
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have learned something about astronomy and had a chance, probably in many
cases a first chance, to look through a
scope. It’s pretty cool.
Clayton: Your Ranch is 5th generation family
owned! Got an old-time story for us
readers about living in the area over a
hundred years ago? It had to have been
a struggle back then.
Stan: 2015 will mark 100 years of our family
being on the X Bar Ranch. It is truly hard
to fathom all of the changes in that span
of time. I remember the wondering what
my great or great-great-grandfather
would have thought the first time we
had a wireless internet connection on
the observing field and people could be
reading that day’s edition of the New
York Times while also being physically
located on the X Bar Ranch. The struggles
have been many during all those years,
and there are no fewer or less painful
than those we endure today. But the
land, and being connected to it as a temporary steward has a profound impact
on people. It is what ties us together as a
family.
Clayton: Certainly through the years on the
ranch you have been exposed to astronomy in some way. Have you ever witnessed an astronomical event from the
area before the days of ESP?
Stan: Living around here, seeing beautifully
clear views of the Milky Way is something people just tend to take for granted. Having all the great interest and
knowledge of ESP attendees helps me
refocus on some of the simpler yet magnificent things to be seen by just raising
your head above the horizon. I do remember one night some years ago when
my wife and I came to spend a night at
the ranch so we could watch a meteor
shower that was supposed to be a good
one. We laid a mattress off the sofa bed
in front of the huge windows (almost 300
sq. ft.) in the Round House- which is one
of the guest houses people can rent on
the ranch- so we could take it in, but the
clouds messed up that plan. Since I’m a
pretty heavy sleeper, it didn’t bother me
too much when the alarm went off at
(Continued on page 8)
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(Continued from page 7)

2:30 and clouds were whizzing by, I glanced up, rolled over and went
right back to sleep!
Clayton: Anything new for Eldorado 2014?
Stan: Yeah, the t-shirt design and observing program. Seriously though,
no major announcement that I can think of off hand. We’re going to
bring back the Wednesday tour, tasting and pizza lunch at the Christoval Winery.
Clayton: Light pollution is a big no-no at any star party. Has light pollution encroached upon the Eldorado Party and is there anything we
can do about it?
Stan: To my knowledge it is not a problem that we’ve had directly on
the property, however, as the oil boom in West Texas has grown
over recent years I don’t think there is any secret that light pollution
has also increased all over West Texas. There are movements afoot
with dark sky advocates working with the oil and gas sector in West
Texas and doing so with some positive results. In June San Angelo,
the largest city near the ranch, which is also growing due to the oil
activity, passed a light nuisance ordinance. We are now working on
following that up with additional ordinances to slow down or stop
nuisance lighting before it ever goes up. There is a lot of dark sky
preservation and advocacy going on in the region and to our east in
the Hill Country, all the way into Austin and San Antonio. But that
work never ends.
Clayton: It seems in recent years that children are not that interested in
amateur astronomy. Have you noticed any of the younger folks
attending ESP?
Stan: We have not seen a large number of youngsters attend ESP. The
fact that ESP takes place during regular school days and hours probably doesn’t lend itself well to them attending. There have been
some homeschool families attend in the past. We’ve always worked
hard at getting some of the local school groups to attend ESP one
afternoon, and except for a year or two, we’ve had a group come
out every year. Some of those students often return on public night
as do scout groups or other families with youth. But they tend to
come just for that evening as opposed to the entire event.
Clayton: How has attendance been in the past few years? Also….how far
has someone traveled to attend ESP?
Stan: Before last year attendance had been pretty stable. Last year’s
was off and one of the lowest we’ve ever had. The weather for the
past two years hasn’t been as good as we got spoiled by and used to
during the first 10 years of the event. Somewhere around 150
attendees is a very nice number for this event, and we’re happy with
that which is pretty much what our long term average has been. We
had a couple of guys attend from Australia a few years back, so I
think they’d have to win that contest. We’ve also had attendees
from Argentina, Canada (regularly), Mexico, the Philippines, and
some natives of South Africa, but they reside in the US now, among
others.
Clayton: Is there an email address that you have that a Houston Astronomical Society member could contact you for an additional ques-

tion or two?
Stan: I can be reached at
stan@xbarranch.com. The ESP email
account is monitored from about midJune until a little past the event in October each year. The address for the registrar is esp_reg@eldoradostarparty.org
Clayton: Thanks Stan for taking the time to
share your interest and thoughts within
our HAS newsletter, the GuideStar. We
wish you luck with all of your future
Eldorado Star Parties. Please come visit
our society when in the Houston area,
we’d love to see you.
Stan: Thank you Clayton. It has been a pleasure. I really appreciate you asking me to
do this. It’s always a pleasure to see you
at ESP. And no, we’re not going to have a
full service snack bar for your midnight
meal cravings this year!
Clear skies always…

Clayton is an avid SCT visual observer and a
longtime member of the Houston
Astronomical Society. Contact him at:
stonebloke@gmail.com
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Observatory Corner
By Mike Edstrom, Observatory Committee Chairman
It’s Hot Out There
Yes I mean the Dark Site, Please, Please, when you go out to the Dark
Site in the next 2+ months take plenty of water and drink it often. It
takes very little time in these temperatures to get over heated.

Sky Cam Coming to HAS Site
Now for some good news, through the generosity of one of our members we are in the process of obtaining the second part of our Dark
Site weather station. That is to purchase and install a “SKY CAM”,
this will allow you to see current (well, within the last 15 minutes) sky
conditions. Once installed our webmaster will put a link to the camera on the webpage with the weather station under “Current Conditions”.

Private Observatories
As an update on the Private Observatory sites we have now leased 10
of the 12 site if you are interested in one of the last two sites please
contact me at medst22531@msn.com.

Suggestions?
As you visit the Dark Site we invite you to make suggestions as to
improvements you would like to see.
As a safety reminder please read the sign posted on the side of the
metal building at the Dark Site which has directions to the hospital
and contact information for the sheriff’s department it also has the
address to the site in case of a medical emergency.

And the Work Goes On
I need to remind everyone that we need to start filling out Log Reports at the site so I can give this information to the Fondren Foundation. The property is on a 99 year lease and part of the Lease agreement is that HAS needs to report every year to the Fondren Foundation that the property is being used. The Log Reports are located in
the box in the middle of the field. Just open the cover, fill out the
report and then slide it into the slot that is in the inside of the cover
and then close the box. It is very important that everyone fill out a
Log Report so that we are showing that the Observing site is being
used. Your help on this is very much appreciated.
If you have a Randalls card, and have not done so, please have it coded for the Houston Astronomical Society. Our number is #6618. The
Society gets 1% of the gross sales that member spends at Randalls.
Randalls totals up the amount spent each quarter and will send us a
check if the amount goes over $2,500, otherwise the total roles over
to the next quarter of zeros out at the end of the calendar year. So

please link your Randalls card to the
Houston Astronomical Society so that
the society can benefit from this Randalls program. This is very easy to do,
just go to the Courtesy Booth and tell
the person there what you want to do.
Thank you.

Mike Edstrom
medst22531@msn.com
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DEM L241: Hardy Star Survives Supernova Blast
By Chandra X-Ray Observatory, http://chandra.harvard.edu/photo/2014/deml241/


Astronomers have found evidence for a companion star that
survived the blast of a supernova explosion.



Chandra's X-rays reveal a point-like source within the debris
field produced when a massive star exploded.



This system contains either a neutron star or black hole and a
surviving massive star.



The supernova remnant is called DEM L241 and is found in
the Large Magellanic Cloud, a small neighboring galaxy to the
Milky Way

When a massive star runs out fuel, it collapses and explodes as a
supernova. Although these explosions are extremely powerful, it
is possible for a companion star to endure the blast. A team of
astronomers using
NASA's
Chandra Xray Observatory and
other telescopes has
found evidence for
one of
these survivors.
This hardy
star is in a stellar explosion's debris field - also called its supernova remnant - located in an HII region called DEM L241. An HII
(pronounced "H-two") region is created when the radiation from
hot, young stars strips away the electrons from neutral hydrogen
atoms (HI) to form clouds of ionized hydrogen (HII). This HII region is located in the Large Magellanic Cloud, a small companion
galaxy to the Milky Way.
A new composite image of DEM L241 contains Chandra data
(purple) that outlines the supernova remnant. The remnant remains hot and therefore X-ray bright for thousands of years after
the original explosion occurred. Also included in this image are
optical data from the Magellanic Cloud Emission Line Survey
(MCELS) taken from ground-based telescopes in Chile (yellow and
cyan), which trace the HII emission produced by DEM L241. Additional optical data from the Digitized Sky Survey (white) are also
included, showing stars in the field.

R. Davies, K. Elliott, and J. Meaburn, whose last
initials were combined to give the object the
first half of its name, first mapped DEM L241 in
1976. The recent data from Chandra revealed
the presence of a point-like X-ray source at the
same location as a young massive star within
DEM L241's supernova remnant. (Mouse over
the image to see the location of the survivor
companion star.)
Astronomers can look at the details of the
Chandra data to glean important clues about
the nature of X-ray sources. For example, how
bright the X-rays are, how they change over
time, and how they are distributed across the
range of energy that Chandra observes.
In this case, the data suggest that the point-like
source is one component of a binary star system. In such a celestial pair, either a neutron
star or black hole (formed when the star went
supernova) is in orbit with a star much larger
than our Sun. As they orbit one another, the
dense neutron star or black hole pulls material
away its companion star through the wind of
particles that flows away from its surface. If this
result is confirmed, DEM L241 would be only
the third binary containing both a massive star
and a neutron star or black hole ever found in
the aftermath of a supernova.
Chandra's X-ray data also show that the inside
of the supernova remnant is enriched in oxygen, neon and magnesium. This enrichment and
the presence of the massive star imply that the
star that exploded had a mass greater than 25
times, to perhaps up to 40 times, that of the
Sun.
Optical observations with the South African
Astronomical Observatory's 1.9-meter telescope show the velocity of the massive star is
changing and that it orbits around the neutron
star or black hole with a period of tens of days.
A detailed measurement of the velocity variation of the massive companion star should pro(Continued on page 11)
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vide a definitive test of whether or not the binary contains a black hole.
Indirect evidence already exists that other supernova remnants were
formed by the collapse of a star to form a black hole. However, if the
collapsed star in DEM L241 turns out to be a black hole, it would provide
the strongest evidence yet for such a catastrophic event.
What does the future hold for this system? If the latest thinking is correct, the surviving massive star will be destroyed in a supernova explosion some millions of years from now. When it does, it may form a binary system containing two neutron stars or a neutron star and a black
hole, or even a system with two black holes.

South Africa; J. Dickel and P. Romero from
University of New Mexico in Albuquerque,
NM; Z. Edwards, M. Perry and R. Williams
from Columbus State University in Columbus, GA.
NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center in
Huntsville, Ala., manages the Chandra program for NASA's Science Mission Directorate in Washington. The Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory in Cambridge,
Mass., controls Chandra's science and flight
operations.

A paper describing these results is available online and was published in
the November 10, 2012 issue of The Astrophysical Journal. The authors
are Fred Seward of the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics in
Cambridge, MA; P. Charles from University of Southampton, UK; D. Foster from the South African Astronomical Observatory in Cape Town,

This content distributed by the
AAVSO Writer's Bureau

Kids Outreach & Public Star Parties
Bram Weisman — coordinator for Outreach and Public Star Parties
August 5th, 7:00—9:00 p.m. Maud Smith Marks Library, Katy, TX. An indoor presentation, possibly followed by observing.

Book Review

Alan Lightman—The Accidental Universe
By Bill Pellerin, GuideStar Editor

S

ummer continues, and if you find some time on your hands (while
on vacation or otherwise), spending that time reading The Accidental Universe by Alan Lightman will be time well spent.
The book is a collection of essays including ‘The Accidental Universe’,
‘The Temporary Universe’, and ‘The Symmetrical Universe’ among the
seven essays in the book. It’s a slim book of only 145 pages, so it’s easy
to pack for a trip and each of the essays is self-contained. You can read
them all or select only those that fit your interest.
The essays contain thoughts (and information) on science, religion, the
fate of the universe, the unlikeliness of the universe and much more.
Lightman is a physicist trained at MIT, but he’s also a prolific writer, having written several books of interest to amateur astronomers.
Here’s a quote from ‘The Spiritual Universe’. “As both a scientist and a
humanist myself, I have struggled to understand different claims to

knowledge. As part of that struggle, I have
eventually come to a formulation of the
kind of religious belief that would, in my
view, be compatible with science.”
The book is available in hardback, paperback, as an e-book, and as an audio book.
The copy I’m reading is owned by the Houston Public Library. You can request it and
put it on hold at the HPL web site.
http://www.houstonlibrary.org/services
You can also get a library card if you don’t
already have one.
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HAS Texas 45 observing program

Moon Phase is Key to Observation Planning
By Rene Gedaly — HAS Texas 45 Program Coordinator

I

f you want to make the most of your observing time, pay attention
to the moon. Obviously new moon is optimal and full moon has
limited appeal, but depending on where and when you prefer to
observe, other phases can be just as good.
Are you up early? Consider the nights of the 1st quarter moon and
the early waxing gibbous moon. The moon doesn’t set until after
midnight then, but you can still enjoy complete darkness in the hours
before astronomical dawn. Some find this a good time for backyard
observing. Or, if you can make it to the dark site around 1 st quarter,
nap in the evening and be refreshed for after-midnight observing.
Prefer to keep to an evening schedule? The 3rd quarter moon is excellent as it rises later and later after midnight, leaving a solid evening of observing before you’re likely to pack it in for the night. If you
want company or a little advice, the 3rd quarter moon and prime
night field trips to the dark site are most popular with members.

f you’re new to the HAS Texas 45 observing program, you’ll want to get the observing list, logs,
and rules from the website at http://
www.astronomyhouston.org/programs/has-texas
-45. All observations must be made at the HAS
observatory site.

Rene Gedaly
Correction: The correct NGC designation for
the Keystone Cluster, M 13, is NGC 6205.
Thanks to sharp-eyed observer Craig
Lamison for spotting that.

Bottom line: Don’t limit yourself to new moon observing. If the forecast is clear, check the moon phase and plan your observing session
accordingly.

Texas 45 observing notes for August
The table below gives observing notes specific to moon phase and the complete Texas 45 object list.
Saturdays in
August
8/2

Moon
Phase
1st Qtr

8/9

Full

8/16

3rd Qtr

8/23

New

8/30

Waxing
Crescent

Notes on moon phase and visible Texas 45 objects on given Saturday
Completely dark from 00:11 to 05:19. Sunset 20:19, Moon set 00:11. In the days that follow, the Waxing
Gibbous moon sets later and later after midnight. Morning observing.
TX 45 objects: M 31, NGC 7009, NGC 7293, M 30, Muscle Man Cluster, NGC 457, M 77, Albireo, Delphinus, M 92, M 13, M 15, NGC 884, NGC 869, M 76, Fomalhau, M 17, M 23, M 20, M 8, NGC 253, M 11, M
16, M 45, M 33, M 27, Collinder 399.
Never completely dark. In the days that follow, the Waning Gibbous moon rises later and later in the
evening hours before midnight.
Completely dark from 21:31 to 00:25. Sunset 20:07, Moon rise 00:25. In the days that follow, the Waning
Crescent moon rises later and later in the hours after midnight.
TX 45 objects: M 31, NGC 7009, NGC 7293, M 51, M 30, NGC 457, Albireo, Delphinus, M 92, M 13, M 15,
M 76, M 17, M 23, M 20, M 8, M 4, NGC 6451, M 11, M 5, M 16, M 27, Collinder 399.
Completely dark from 21:22 to 05:36. Sunset 19:59, Moon set 18:44. In the days that follow, the Waxing
Crescent moon sets later and later in the evening hours before midnight.
TX 45 objects: M 31, NGC 253, NGC 457, M 33, M 76, Muscle Man Cluster, NGC 869, NGC 884, M 77, M
45, Omicron 2 Eri, Hind's Crimson Star, M 42, M 78, M 37, M 35, M 51, M 5, M 13, M 92, NGC 6451, M
23, M 20, M 8, M 16, M 17, M 11, Collinder 399, Albireo, M 27, Delphinus, NGC 7009, M 15, M 30, NGC
7293, Fomalhaut.
Completely dark from 22:51 to 05:41. Sunset 19:52, Moon set 22:51. The Waxing Crescent moon continues to set later in the evening hours before midnight.
TX 45 objects: M 31, NGC 253, NGC 457, M 33, M 76, Muscle Man Cluster, NGC 869, NGC 884, M 77, M
45, Omicron 2 Eri, Hind's Crimson Star, M 42, M 78, M 37, M 35, M 51, M 5, M 13, M 92, M 23, M 20, M
16, M 17, M 11, Collinder 399, Albireo, M 27, Delphinus, NGC 7009, M 15, M 30, NGC 7293, Fomalhaut.
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The Invisible Shield of our Sun
By Dr. Ethan Siegel

W

hether you look at the planets within our solar system, the
stars within our galaxy or the galaxies spread throughout the
universe, it's striking how empty outer space truly is. Even though
the largest concentrations of mass are separated by huge distances,
interstellar space isn't empty: it's filled with dilute amounts of gas,
dust, radiation and ionized plasma. Although we've long been able to
detect these components remotely, it's only since 2012 that a
manmade spacecraft -- Voyager 1 -- successfully entered and gave
our first direct measurements of the interstellar medium (ISM).
What we found was an amazing confirmation of the idea that our
Sun creates a humongous "shield" around our solar system, the heli-

Image credit: Hubble Heritage Team (AURA / STScI), C. R. O'Dell
(Vanderbilt), and NASA, of the star LL Orionis and its heliosphere interacting with interstellar gas and plasma near the edge of the Orion Nebula
(M42). Unlike our star, LL Orionis displays a bow shock, something our Sun
will regain when the ISM next collides with us at a sufficiently large relative
velocity.

osphere, where the outward flux of the solar wind crashes against
the ISM. Over 100 AU in radius, the heliosphere prevents the ionized
plasma from the ISM from nearing the planets, asteroids and Kuiper
belt objects contained within it. How? In addition to various wavelengths of light, the Sun is also a tremendous source of fast-moving,
charged particles (mostly protons) that move between 300 and 800
km/s, or nearly 0.3% the speed of light. To achieve these speeds,

NASA Space Place
these particles originate from the Sun's superheated corona, with temperatures in
excess of 1,000,000 Kelvin!
When Voyager 1 finally left the heliosphere,
it found a 40-fold increase in the density of
ionized plasma particles. In addition, traveling beyond the heliopause showed a tremendous rise in the flux of intermediate-tohigh energy cosmic ray protons, proving that
our Sun shields our solar system quite effectively. Finally, it showed that the outer edges
of the heliosheath consist of two zones,
where the solar wind slows and then stagnates, and disappears altogether when you
pass beyond the heliopause.
Unprotected passage through interstellar
space would be life-threatening, as young
stars, nebulae, and other intense energy
sources pass perilously close to our solar
system on ten-to-hundred-million-year timescales. Yet those objects pose no major danger to terrestrial life, as our Sun's invisible
shield protects us from all but the rarer,
highest energy cosmic particles. Even if we
pass through a region like the Orion Nebula,
our heliosphere keeps the vast majority of
those dangerous ionized particles from impacting us, shielding even the solar system's
outer worlds quite effectively. NASA spacecraft like the Voyagers, IBEX and SOHO continue to teach us more about our great cosmic shield and the ISM's irregularities. We're
not helpless as we hurtle through it; the heliosphere gives us all the protection we need!
Want to learn more about Voyager 1’s trip
into interstellar space? Check this out:
http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/news/news.php?rel
ease=2013-278.
Kids can test their knowledge about the Sun
at NASA’s Space place:
http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/solartricktionary/.
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The Armchair Astrophotographer
A Couch Potato’s Guide to Astro-Imaging

By John M. Haynes – astrophotographer, couch potato

T

hose who have at least looked into astrophotography know it
can be an expensive and demanding hobby. It’s hard to do “on
the cheap,” and the learning curve can be very steep.

Micro Observatory

It’s easy to divide the hobby into two parts: data collection and data
processing. One of the more prominent astrophotographers in HAS
once told me that if you have the right equipment and have it dialed
in properly, the job of data collection could be done by a trained
monkey. There is some amount of truth to that (ok, not a monkey,
but perhaps an A&M grad?). With high quality equipment, the job
gets significantly less difficult. Of course, few of us have the budget
for that kind of equipment, especially to get started.

The MicroObservatory Robotic Telescope Network is a joint venture between NASA and the
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics.
They make available online telescopes, training, and software. This is a great way to get
started. There is no cost, anyone can use it,
and they offer pushbutton simple options.

That leaves the image processing. From personal experience, I
know that image processing is every bit as frustrating. However, it’s
the part that can be done at any time, while the image capture can
only be done at night, under clear skies, preferably with little or no
moon.
Image processing is as much art as it is science. And while it does
require some specialized software, there are open-source and free
options that can be used (for example, instead of Photoshop, you
can freely download and use GIMP which provides most of the same
functions).
But image processing is not possible without data.
Luckily, there’s some options here too. Some are free to anyone
with an internet connection, and some have costs. Some costs are
minimal, some are hefty. But there are options. And those options
often provide high quality data that you can use to hone your processing techniques before you even purchase a telescope.

http://mo-www.harvard.edu/OWN/

The downside is that the targets are predefined and limited. Still, they offer several
popular targets of many kinds. The sun,
moon, four planets, some asteroids, open
clusters, globular clusters, several nebulae,
and a number of galaxies are all available to
be imaged.
The imaging parameters are also pre-defined.
But they make sense for the targets.
Once your imaging run is completed, you receive an e-mail with a link to your data. Data
can be downloaded and manipulated using
tools they offer or your own.
This is also a great site for getting kids interested. It’s easy enough that grade-school
aged kids can jump in and enjoy.

The Bradford Robotic Telescope

Robotic Observatories

www.telescope.org

There are a growing number of Robotic Observatory offerings. Robotic observatories are automated systems that allow users to place
orders for imagery (or scientific data in some cases), and don’t require sitting in an open field all night long.

The Bradford Robotic Telescope, or BRT, is run
by the University of Bradford in the United
Kingdom. The observatory itself is on Tenerife
in the Canary Islands. As such, light pollution
is not a huge problem. The observatory
boasts a single small dome.

One of the key benefits to the use of robotic observatories is that
they tend to be high quality instruments that are well maintained
and located in dark-sky locations. You don’t have to travel, you
don’t even have to stay up late. And you certainly don’t have to
purchase, set up, dial-in, and maintain expensive and complex
equipment.
I’d like to introduce three websites that offer this kind of service.
One is free. One is fairly inexpensive, and one can run fairly expensive, but is worth it. All offer data from the comfort of your couch.

Under the dome is a C14 with a focal reducer
and a Finger Lakes Instruments (FLI) MicroLine camera and filter wheel. Piggybacked on
the scope are two more FLI MicroLines with
two different Nikon lenses: a 180mm f/2.8 and
a 16mm f/2.8. They are designated, in order,
(Continued on page 15)
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the Galaxy Cam, Cluster Cam, and Constellation Cam.
Users can designate any target they like. Constellations, solar system
objects, Messier, SAO, NGC, and IC catalog entries are all pre-defined.
Additionally, specific RA and DEC coordinates can be requested.
Once you request target, you choose a camera (recommendations
are based on object – for example the galaxy cam wouldn’t be recommended for an open cluster like the Pleiades), set an exposure
time in milliseconds (up to 180000ms, or 3 minutes), and a choice of
filters. You can also choose to apply a dark frame or not.
Once your target is dialed in, you wait. This is the biggest down-side
as you don’t know when your imaging run will be accomplished. The
order is put into a queue along with others and done in order. If you
request an identical imaging run as someone else, you will receive
the same data.
One downside of the data is that the University of Bradford retains
ownership. You have license to publish as long as they are attributed
to the Bradford Robotic Telescope. The current subscription cost is a
whopping £3 per month, which at the time of this writing, is about
$5.11 in US Dollars. Pretty reasonable, all told. The data isn’t the
best, but it’s not bad, and for the cost you can do as much imaging as
you want. So it’s definitely a worthwhile option to investigate for
yourself.

There is a plan-generating and reservationrequesting system that is fairly easy to use,
and weather information and all-sky camera views available constantly.
They also offer good technical support with
e-mail and Skype options and an on-duty
engineer.
Your data is your own with iTelescope. You
have full rights to use it as you like and
need not share credit.
Of course, the costs can run high. But
when you factor in the quality of the equipment and convenience, it really ends up
being a good bargain. Where else would
you get access to scopes like this without a
winning lotto ticket?
All three of these sites will give you access
to a wealth of data. Other robotic observatories exist, with different pricing and
equipment. All give you data to work with,
and the ability to create images: from the
simple to the amazing.

iTelescope.net (Formerly Global Rent-A Scope [GRAS])

Of course, none of these rival the Hubble
Space Telescope. But for Hubble, you have
to be a professional astronomer. Right?

www.itelescope.net

Wrong.

Probably the most successful such venture to date is iTelescope.net.
With varying prices and options, you can get started for as little as
$19.95 (Australian Dollars, $18.87 US Dollars at this time) per month
(28 day cycle). In fact, you can get started for less: a free trial of up
to 20 points is available.

It turns out much of the Hubble Data is in
the public domain. While the average person can’t order up data from Hubble, you
can download a lot of what’s already been
taken, and put it to use.

The network currently boasts 19 member-available telescopes (and
two privately hosted systems). The “low-end” telescopes are
Takahashi refractors on Paramount mounts and with SBIG cameras.
The highest end telescope is a 27-inch (700mm) Planewave CDK DallKirkham on a Planewave mount with a Finger Lakes Instruments
PL09000 CCD imager. In all, this system is over $200,000 worth of
equipment for just one scope that is available to all members.

The Hubble Legacy Archive
(http://hla.stsci.edu/) makes this data
freely available. Of course, file sizes can be
enormous, and you’re dealing with very
raw data. It’s not easy to work with unless
you’ve had some experience, but you can
still download and process actual Hubble
data to make your own images.

iTelescope operates four locations at this time: Mayhill, New Mexico;
Auberry, California; Nerpio, Spain; and Siding Spring Observatory,
New South Wales, Australia. Depending on weather, imaging could
conceivably be done 24/7/365.
iTelescope operates on a point system. One point is roughly $1
(AUD). The lowest end telescope runs about 60 points per hour (i.e.
about $1 per minute). The highest runs over 400 (about $6.67 per
minute). Some scopes are optimized for imaging, others for astrometry. Real science can be done with these telescopes. Some are single-shot color, others are monochrome with good filter packages.

So, if you’re interested in astrophotography, but don’t want to put down the
money for the equipment, you’re just dabbling and want to see what you can do, or
are a frustrated astrophotographer who
hasn’t seen clear skies in weeks or months
and want to keep your skills honed: data
from online sources may just be the way to
go!
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Shallow Sky Object of the Month

Gamma Equuleus
By Bill Pellerin, GuideStar Editor
Gamma Equ

Object: Gamma Equ
Class: Star
Constallation: Equuleus
Magnitude: 4.7
R.A.: 21 h 10 m 21 s
Dec: 10 deg 07 min 51 sec
Size/Spectral: 1.8 solar mass, F0
Distance: 118 ly
Optics needed: Unaided eye
Why this object is interesting:
Gamma Equ is a double star, but don’t be distracted by
that idea. There’s a nearby star that looks like it could be
a double with gamma, but it’s what is called an ‘optical
double’ — nearby, but not gravitationally associated. The
real double is a 9.05 magnitude star about 1.25” away.
Good luck seeing this one. (This double is a test star in
Sissy Haas’ study of the visibility of double stars. See the
July, 2013 GuideStar for more information on this study.)
The main sequence phase for this star is estimated to be
about 1.5 billion years, and the star is about half-way
through the main sequence portion of its life cycle.
The star has interesting (peculiar) chemical abundances.
Recall that a main sequence, low mass star consists of a
large quantity of hydrogen fusing into a helium core.
Stars like our sun are like this, but with a few heavier
elements which became part of the Sun because those
elements were in the cloud which collapsed to create it.
Strontium, europium, and iron are about 50 times more
abundant in this star than in our sun. Other elements
such as calcium, chromium, barium, silicon are more
abundant for a star of this mass and temperature. The
star has a very strong magnetic field and the abnormal
abundances of heavy elements may be associated with
that characteristic.
There are other oddities about this star as well, the
collection of which cause it to be classed as an Ap star,
with the ‘p’ meaning ‘peculiar’. (In the beginning of this
article I say it’s a F0 star, but some call it an A9 star. This
gives rise to the Ap designation.)
So, if Gamma Equ is saddled (pun intended) with being
labeled peculiar it also is often called a roAp star. Fine.
The ‘ro’ add-on indicates that it has been discovered to

Finder Chart
Star chart generated by
TheSkyX © Software
Bisque, Inc. All rights
reserved.
www.bisque.com

be rapidly oscillating. The
oscillations make the star
slightly variable over 12
minute intervals. The
variability is only about a thousandth of a magnitude. This
magnitude variability is associated with the strong
magnetic field which causes pulsations in the star. The
magnetic field reduces the amount of convection (the way
that heat is carried from the core of the star to the
surface) at the poles of the star. When less heat is carried
to a part of the star it naturally gets dimmer.
It is a common practice among professional astronomers
to estimate the size of a star based on its luminosity
(intrinsic power output) and its temperature (color). This
information places the star on the H-R diagram and
provides the astronomer with a good estimate of its size
because it can be compared with other stars in similar
locations on the diagram.
Another easy-to-find roAp star at this time of the year is
beta CrB (Corona Borealis).
Equuleus, the constellation is not one I normally think of
as containing interesting objects. At least one book I have
says that there’s ’nothing interesting’ there. I disagree. If
you examine any object in the sky you’re likely to discover
that there’s much more to know than meets the eye. In
addition to seeing this star, check out the location of the
constellation that contains it. I can’t say that I have made
an effort to see this constellation in the past. Maybe I’ve
never seen it. Now, I know it’s worth a look.
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Parking at the University of Houston Main Campus
For the monthly Houston Astronomical Society Meeting
The map below shows the location of the 15C parking lot, west of Cullen Boulevard on Holman
Street..
The map is from the University of Houston web site and identifies the lot that is available for parking while attending the Houston Astronomical Society monthly meeting. This parking is available
from 6:30 p.m. until 10:00 p.m. on the Friday night of the HAS meeting (usually the first Friday of
the month).
This parking is free. If you get a notice from the UH campus police on the night of the meeting, call
the UH Security office and let them know that this area has been made available on HAS meeting
night by the Parking Department.

15C—Parking

S&R 1—Meetings

Houston
Astronomical
Society
P.O. Box 800564
Houston, TX 77280-0564
General Membership Meeting

The Houston Astronomical Society welcomes you to our organization.
The HAS is a group of dedicated amateur astronomers, most of whom
are observers, but some are armchair astronomers.
The benefits of membership are:
Access to our 18 acre observing site west of Houston -- a great place to

observe the universe!
A telescope loaner program -- borrow a HAS telescope and try observing for

yourself!

The Houston Astronomical Society holds its
regular monthly General Membership
Meeting on the first Friday of each month,
unless rescheduled due to a holiday or a
conflict with other events at the University
of Houston.

A monthly novice meeting, site orientation meeting, and general meeting with

Board of Directors Meeting

A yearly all-clubs meeting for Houston area organizations

The Board of Directors Meeting is held on
dates and at locations scheduled by the
board. Information provided to GuideStar
will be published. The meetings are open to
all members of the Society in good standing.
Attendance is encouraged.

Meet other amateurs and share experiences, learn techniques, and swap

GuideStar Information

You'll have a great time.

The H.A.S. GuideStar is published monthly by
the Houston Astronomical Society. All opinions expressed herein are those of the contributor and not necessarily of Houston
Astronomical Society. The monthly Meeting
Notice is included herein. GuideStar is available on the HAS web site to all members of
H.A.S., and to persons interested in the organization's activities. Contributions to
GuideStar by members are encouraged.
Electronic submission is helpful. Submit the
article in text, MS-Word format via email
BillPellerin@sbcglobal.net. Copy must be
received by the 15th of the month for inclusion in the issue to be available near the end
of the same month. Or, bring copy to the
General Membership Meeting and give it to
the Editor, or phone to make special arrangements.
Editing & Production: Bill Pellerin,
713-880-8061
Email: BillPellerin@sbcglobal.net
Advertising: Advertisers may inquire concerning ad rates and availability of space.

speakers of interest. Access to meeting videos on the HAS web site.
Opportunities to participate in programs that promote astronomy to the

general public (such as Star Parties at schools)

stories

You're invited to attend our next meeting.

Houston Astronomical Society
Meeting on Friday, August 1, 2014
7:00 Novice Meeting, room 116 Science & Research 1 Bldg
8:00 General Meeting, room 117 Science & Research 1 Bldg

University of Houston
Directions to meeting:
From I-45 going south (from downtown)
exit at Cullen Boulevard
turn right on Cullen
turn right on Holman Street; the parking lot is past the Hofheinz Pavilion
Science and Research is across the street (2nd building back)
From I-45 going north (from NASA/Galveston)
exit at Cullen Boulevard
turn left on Cullen
turn right on Holman Street; the parking lot is past the Hofheinz Pavilion
Science and Research is across the street (2nd building back)
Parking:
There is Free Parking. See Parking map and detailed information on parking on the preceding page.

